Abstract-Scanning acoustic microscopy is potentially a powerful tool for characterizing the elastic properties of soft biological tissues and cells. In this paper, we present a method, multi-layer phase analysis (MLPA), which can be used to extract local speed of sound values, for both thin tissue sections mounted on glass slides and cultured cells grown on cell culture plastic, with a resolution close to 1 μm. The method exploits the phase information that is preserved in the interference between the acoustic wave reflected from the substrate surface and internal reflections from the acoustic lens. In practice, a stack of acoustic images are captured beginning with the acoustic focal point 4 μm above the substrate surface and moving down in 0.1-μm increments. Scanning parameters, such as acoustic wave frequency and gate position, were adjusted to obtain optimal phase and lateral resolution. The data were processed offline to extract the phase information with the contribution of any inclination in the substrate removed before the calculation of sound speed. Here, we apply this approach to both skin sections and fibroblast cells, and compare our data with the V( f ) (voltage versus frequency) method that has previously been used for characterization of soft tissues and cells. Compared with the V( f ) method, the MPLA method not only reduces signal noise but can be implemented without making a priori assumptions with regards to tissue or cell parameters.
I. Introduction c hanges in the mechanical properties of soft tissues are known to profoundly influence both human morbidity and mortality. The physical properties of skin, for example, are known to change with both chronological age and exposure to environmental factors [1] , [2] , and increased arterial stiffness, which is associated with age, diabetes, and many other factors, leads to hypertension, stroke, heart failure, and end-stage renal failure [3] [4] [5] . Hence, there is considerable interest in developing new approaches to characterize the mechanical properties of soft tissues. However, tissues such as skin are highly heterogeneous anisotropic materials whose composition and microscopic structure can vary as a consequence of both age and disease. There is a need therefore, to develop micro-mechanical approaches which, in combination with conventional histochemical methods, can measure the mechanical properties of discrete tissue components [6] .
The accurate characterization of the elastic properties of cells is needed to better understand the mechanical function of the cytoskeleton and the response of cells to changes in their local mechanical environment [7] . Improved methods for the measurement of mechanical properties using very small forces and displacements [8] coupled with the development of constitutive models for cell mechanical behavior [9] has led to several studies investigating the mechanical behavior of cells.
atomic force microscopy (aFM)-based methods are currently the most widely used techniques for the mechanical investigation of soft tissues and cells because they combine a high lateral spatial resolution with good qualitative resolution of mechanical properties. However, it is difficult to quantify sample stiffness from aFM data because the high compliance of both cells and soft tissues limits the applicability of the conventional Hertzian contact mechanics approach [8] . There are further limitations inherent in the technique, such as the difficulty in accurately determining the cantilever spring constant [10] . In addition, for conventional thin histology slices mounted on glass and for cells spread on a substrate, it is difficult to prevent the properties of the substrate from dominating the aFM response [11] . other techniques such as nanoindentation have a more secure mechanical foundation than aFM, but this accuracy in mechanical property measurement is compromised by a significantly inferior spatial resolution. In addition, the response of the substrate also affects nanoindentation measurements [12] . Finally, when applied to living cells, indentation-based methods mechanically disturb the cytoskeleton cell [13] and hence may induce a mechanical response. Thus, there is a need to develop high-spatial resolution non-contact methods to accurately characterize the mechanical behavior of cells and soft tissues.
The potential utility of scanning acoustic microscopy (saM) for biomedical applications [14] has long been recognized and the technique has been used to characterize living cells [15] and soft tissues such as blood vessels [16] , [17] and heart valves [18] . The advantages of saM include relatively fast acquisition, high spatial resolution (around 1 μm at 1 GHz excitation), ease of sample preparation, the ability to obtain histological data (without the need for specific staining), and non-destructive imaging of cells [19] . although images of cells and tissue sections can be collected relatively easily, quantitative measurements are more challenging than for engineering materials [20] or stiff, calcified tissues [21] , which can both be prepared to provide a flat specimen surface. The contrast observed in a saM image contains complex phase information through the interference of several signals from the specimen and any interface with a significant acoustic impedance mismatch. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of a soft biological specimen mounted on a substrate, immersed in an acoustic coupling fluid (normally distilled water or buffered saline) immediately beneath an acoustic lens. The lens both transmits a short burst of ultra-high frequency acoustic energy and acts as the receiver for the reflected signals. reflections are generated at all of the interfaces in the system: lens/fluid, fluid/specimen, and specimen/ substrate. In addition, rayleigh waves may radiate along the substrate surface and these leaky rayleigh waves radiate acoustic energy from the substrate toward the lens. The signal received at the lens thus results from the interference between the reflections and the amplitude determined by the intensities and phase of each wave. Thus, if the lens is moved in the z-direction, normal to the surface, a complex oscillating intensity is recorded, known as the V(z) curve or response [22] , [23] .
quantitative analysis of the mechanical properties of specimens in the acoustic microscope is achieved by analyzing the phase information in the reflected signal. In most cases, this is achieved through appropriate gating of the received signal to reduce the number of specimen-related signals, hence simplifying analysis of the V(z) curve to interference between two signals. In the cases of soft tissues on glass slides or cells on substrates, the strong reflection from the substrate is often taken as a suitable reference signal that interferes with the weaker reflection from the specimen fluid interface. It is also possible to investigate the change in amplitude and phase of the reflected signal when the frequency of the acoustic excitation is varied rather than the acoustic path length. This method is known as frequency scanning or the V( f ) method [15] .
several approaches have been used to determine the properties of biological samples by using saM and recording the V(z) response [24] , [25] . Kundu et al. [26] , [27] computed the properties of chemically fixed cells by using the simplex algorithm to estimate the cell thickness profile and longitudinal wave speed in the cell. With this information, they estimated the probable upper and lower bounds of the cell thickness at different pixels or cell positions. They developed this method further by comparing synthetically-derived pixel intensities along a line scan with experimental V(z) data, using a simplex inversion algorithm to obtain the best estimate of the unknown values of cell thickness profile, acoustic wave speed, and attenuation at each pixel.
There have also been studies of the properties of cells using the V( f ) method [28] . Kundu et al. further developed their methods using the signal intensity as a function of frequency, V( f ), to obtain the acoustic properties of cells using the simplex algorithm. They have also applied the analysis to soft tissue specimens [18] , [29] . The V( f ) approach has several advantages over other methods that have been used for characterization of the elastic properties of cells, including the relatively fast acquisition time of a V( f ) data set. recently, we have employed this approach to demonstrate that the gross tissue stiffening which characterizes the aging aorta is localized to collagen fibril-rich regions within the medial layer of the vessel wall [30] .
However, although relative differences in speed of sound through cells and tissues can be computed using either of the V( f ) methods coupled with algorithmic optimization, the method relies on a defined set of upper and lower bounds before optimization [15] . The resultant wave speed values are found to be highly dependent on the initial bounds that have been defined (possibly arbitrarily). Further, we have found that the sound waves that are reflected from the specimen also interfere with stray echoes inside the acoustic lens. This interference results in a voltage signal that significantly depends on the acoustic frequency and the distance between the lens and the specimen, further complicating the analysis of V( f ) data. In light of these confounding issues with current methods of analyzing saM data for cells and soft tissues, this study had the goal of developing a novel analysis method by utilizing phase information. We have found that the interference between the in-lens echoes and the reflections from the specimen preserves phase (timing) information Fig. 1 . schematic representation of the scanning acoustic microscope (saM). When a sound wave is generated and propagates through the acoustic lens, medium, and specimen, there are reflections from acoustic lens/medium, specimen/medium, specimen/substrate, and medium/ substrate interfaces. and also that this interference can be utilized to determine the acoustic wave speed as well as attenuation in tissues. We have compared our approach to the V( f ) method using cells and soft tissues as examples to show the utility of our approach.
II. Methods

A. Cell and Tissue Preparation
nIH 3T3 mouse fibroblasts were plated on polystyrene culture dishes (60-mm-diameter; Bd Biosciences, oxford, UK) coated with 10 μg/ml bovine plasma fibronectin (sigma-aldrich co. llc, dorset, UK) and kept overnight in dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (dME; sigma-aldrich) supplemented with fetal bovine calf serum (FBs; 10%) and l-glutamine (Invitrogen, life Technologies corp., paisley, UK) at 37°c in 5% co 2 .
Histological cryosections (5 μm) of human skin were prepared from a 6-mm-diameter punch biopsy excised from a photoprotected site (buttock) of a 35-year-old female volunteer. The samples were embedded in optimal cutting temperature (ocT) medium (Miles laboratories, Elkhart, In), snap-frozen in liquid n 2 , and immediately stored at −80°c pending cryosectioning, when samples were mounted on glass slides.
B. Scanning Acoustic Microscopy
The method outlined in this study was developed on a KsI 2000 microscope (pVa Tepla analytical systems GmbH, Herborn, Germany) modified with a custom data acquisition and control system. a similar system has been described in detail by raum [21] and is schematically shown in Fig. 1 . In brief, the system operates at two frequency regimes; at frequencies up to 400 MHz, the acoustic lenses are excited with a short pulse, with a pulse width of around 1 ns, and at frequencies between 800 MHz and 2 GHz (which is the regime we have worked with), the lenses are excited with quasi-monochromatic tone bursts, with burst length of around 20 ns and a repetition rate of approximately 500 kHz.
The acoustic lens has a plano-concave design consisting of a sapphire cylindrical rod with a zinc oxide piezoelectric film deposited on one end as the transducer and a spherical cavity on the other end acting as an acoustic lens. For the 1-GHz lens used in this investigation, the cavity has an aperture of 80 μm in diameter and an included angle of 100°. The specimen was placed on a horizontal stage and scanned by the lens. an aqueous fluid provides acoustic coupling between the lens and the specimen; Ham's F12 medium (sigma-aldrich) was used for the cells and distilled water was used for the tissue samples.
all of the saM experiments were conducted in an airconditioned laboratory and minimal temperature fluctuations were expected during the course of the experiments because the laboratory temperature was found to be very stable during the course of the experiments. It is extremely difficult to directly measure the temperature distribution in the focal area of the acoustic lens [31] , however, we recorded the temperature of the coupling fluid, measured by a digitron 2038T thermometer with a Type-K thermocouple (digitron Instrumentation ltd., devon, UK). The temperature was typically 23°c, with maximum variation over 1 h being ±0.1°c.
The power transferred to the sample during acoustic microscopy is believed to be extremely small (fractions of a miliwatt). This is supported by theoretical calculations, which suggest that any temperature increase during acoustic microscopy is small [31] , [32] . Weiss et al. [33] have suggested that there are no biological effects of temperature fluctuations caused by ultrasound in cells. our measurements of coupling fluid temperature further suggest that the heating effect caused by the absorption of acoustic energy is negligible for the type of instrument utilized in this study. our measurements of coupling fluid temperature change, as indicated previously, found a temperature variation of ± 0.1°c during a typical experimental run time. The speed of sound in water is known to vary by about 2.8 m•s −1 per 1°c change in temperature [34] , thus we anticipate any uncertainty in our speed of sound measurements caused by variation in sample or coupling fluid temperature to be <1 m•s −1 . This uncertainty is considerably smaller than the typical speed of sound variation in our experimental data and can be ignored.
during operation, acoustic waves travel through the sapphire wave guide and are focused by the acoustic lens. The focused acoustic beam propagates through the coupling fluid and the specimen before reaching the substrate. reflections occur at the lens/medium, medium/tissue, and tissue/substrate interfaces as a result of the mismatch of acoustic impedances (Fig. 1) . The time delay and amplitude of the reflections provide information about the acoustic wave speed and attenuation in the specimen. The reflected waves are received by the same transducer and converted into electrical signals. a 20-ns time window (gate) with variable time delay (gate position) is used as a temporal filter to allow specific signals to pass. after being amplified and integrated, these signals produce a single voltage signal proportional to the amplitude of the reflection that is then converted by a 500 ksample/s analog-todigital converter card (UsB-9201, national Instruments UK, Berkshire, UK) with 12-bit resolution.
With this system, the lens is scanned horizontally in the x-and y-directions by a pair of oscillator coil drives to produce c-mode 2-d images. The fast xy scanner is used to generate c-scan 512 × 512 pixel images with a scan area of 200 × 200 μm; images are collected in approximately 10 s. The z-stage allows the lens-sample distance to be varied at increments as small as 0.1 μm. The MaTsaM software (q-BaM laboratory, Halle, Germany) that is used to control the system allows a series of c-scan images to be collected at incrementally decreasing lenssample distances [multilayer analysis (Mla)] [35] .
C. Multi-Layer Phase Analysis (MLPA)
In each case, the lens was initially focused at the surface of the substrate (the polystyrene culture dish for cells or glass slide for the tissue sample) by monitoring the maximum output of the received signal with a gate setting optimized for in-focus signals. The lens was then raised 4 μm away from the substrate and an image stack was taken at different z-positions moving from this height toward the substrate surface with a step size of 0.1 μm over a range of 5 μm [ Fig. 2(a) ]. scanning parameters, namely acoustic frequency and gate position, were optimized for signal level and lateral resolution.
Following acquisition, the images were processed offline with custom software developed with labview (national Instruments UK). The grayscale value for each pixel (x, y position) was extracted from all of the images at each z position to form a V(z) curve. The V(z) data were filtered to remove the subtly changing background and the remaining oscillation components were tapered with a Hanning window followed by fast Fourier transformation (FFT). The single frequency corresponding to the interpolated maximum amplitude was chosen as the spatial frequency v osc of the oscillation and the phase value φ osc of the oscillation was similarly determined [36] , [37] . a 2-d phase array was then recovered for the image; this was processed and used to calculate speed of sound. To determine the strength of transmission (inverse of attenuation) of the acoustic wave through the specimen, the maximum of the V(z) curve was used as the sum of all reflections and the average of the weakest V(z) curve (where the amplitude of oscillation is lower than its average) was taken as the contribution of the in-lens echo. The Mlpa method is summarized in Fig. 2(b) .
It should be noted that the term multi-layer is used here to refer to the method of data acquisition which is based on the Mla method [35] and not on the off-line processing of the data, in which the sum of all the reflections from a single layer is assumed. Fig. 2(c) shows two V(z) curves extracted at different pixel positions from a stack of c-scan images [Fig 2(a) ] taken from a skin sample. Each curve is composed of an oscillation superimposed over a smooth background. For the V(z) curve of the substrate, the background represents the reflection from the substrate surface (glass slide), and the oscillations indicate the presence of interference with in-lens echoes. However, for the V(z) curve from the tissue, the oscillations represent the sum of all reflections traveling through the tissue and the background indicates the in-lens signal.
III. results
A. Phase Analysis of Acoustic Images
When the acoustic beam passes through the specimen and is focused on the substrate surface, the reflected wave reaches its maximum amplitude and any signal from the tissue surface (sample/fluid interface) is relatively weak, if not negligible, because the impedance mismatch is much lower than at the specimen/substrate interface. However, there are also echoes within the lens itself. such waves can travel between the acoustic lens and zinc oxide film (transducer) many times because of the low attenuation within the sapphire buffer rod, and generate a sequence of electrical pulses at the transducer. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where in-lens echoes, either strong or weak, can be clearly identified. If appropriate gate settings are selected (e.g., around gate 82 in Fig. 3) interference occurs between the stray in-lens echo and the reflections from the specimen, which preserves relative timing information. The in-lens signal can therefore be used as a timing reference and the timing information (difference in phase) can be extracted from the gated V(z) response.
assuming the reflections are expressed as Ae iωt for the in-lens echo and Be i(ωt+φ) from any of the interfaces, the final wave that reaches the transducer is
Ce
Ae Be 
Eq. (3) demonstrates that the new amplitude is clearly a function of the phase difference φ. It is obvious that C = A + B when the phase difference is 2nπ, and C = A − B when the phase difference is (2n + 1)π, where n is an integer number. normally, when the exciting frequency and delay-time window are selected, the phase and amplitude of the in-lens echo will no longer change. However, the amplitude B of the reflected wave is a function of attenuation, and consequently the phase value φ cannot be obtained directly from the detected amplitude C without knowing B. This problem can be overcome by moving the lens in the z direction, and because phase φ is a function of lens position with ∆φ = 2π * 2∆z * f /(c medium ), where f is the frequency of the acoustic signal and c medium is the acoustic wave speed in the coupling media, a periodic oscillation in the recorded voltage signals can be easily obtained with a V(z) scan. However, when the focus of the acoustic beam is far from the substrate surface or the attenuation of the specimen is high, reflections from the specimen/substrate and specimen/fluid interfaces could be comparable in amplitude and interfere significantly when overlapped in the time domain, which makes interpreting the V(z) curve more complicated. To characterize biological tissues and cells, only the interference between the reflection from the specimen/substrate interface and the in-lens echo is desired for calculating sound speed. To minimize the contribution from the specimen/fluid interface, we first use a 20-ns time window to select the time-specific waveform to be processed (i.e., mostly the reflection from the substrate surface, because these two reflections reach the transducer with a difference in time). next, the acoustic lens is positioned with the focus point beneath the specimen surface and near to the specimen/substrate interface, enhancing the reflection from the substrate surface and, meanwhile, resulting in negligible contribution of surface waves; this differs from a standard V(z) scan in which the acoustic lens is focused deep into the substrate to make use of excited surface waves [23] . Fig. 4 shows images for the skin sample which are generated following pixel-by-pixel processing of the images. Together with the reconstructed transmission image [ Fig.  4(b) ], a 2-d phase array is recovered and a gray scale image is generated [ Fig. 4(c) ]. Because of the intrinsic properties of FFT, the recovered phase is limited to within ±π, Fig. 3 . signal intensity shown as a function of the lens gate settings. Even when the lens is focused at some distance from the sample surface, strong echoes, which originate from within the lens, can be identified.
B. MLPA Applied to Soft Tissue Sections
which introduces discontinuities into the image when the actual phase is beyond this limit. To unwrap these discontinuities, an appropriate integer multiple of 2π is added to each pixel element of the recovered phase map which can then be converted to a speed of sound map [ Fig. 4(d) ]. In practice, the phase values may need to be adjusted accordingly to reflect the continuity of the specimen, especially at locations where the mechanical properties change significantly. For skin, such a change may be seen in the cornified layer (stratum corneum) as compared with other regions of the epidermis. Furthermore, a change in relative lens-surface distance, either caused by an inclined substrate surface or uneven x-y scanning contour can contribute to the recovered phase value, and such contribution should be removed before further processing. normally, this can be done by simply subtracting the phase image of the interested area with another phase image obtained from a nearby exposed substrate area with the assumption that the two areas are parallel to each other.
C. Speed of Sound Calculation from Phase Data
The spatial frequency of the oscillation, determined from a V(z) curve, is denoted v osc , and the phases of the oscillation for V(z) curves taken from the exposed substrate surface and from the tissue specimen are denoted φ osc-sub and φ osc-tissue , respectively. The following relations hold:
where d is the tissue thickness, and c medium and c tissue are the sound speeds in the coupling medium and the tissue respectively, and f is the acoustic wave frequency. Eqs. (4) and (5) can be rewritten to determine the speed of sound in the sample:
an example line profile for skin is shown in Fig. 5 ; the variation in speed of sound is evident across the line.
D. Comparison of MLPA With the V( f ) Method for Cells
We use the example of measuring the acoustic wave speed in a well-adhered cell to compare Mlpa with the frequency scanning or V( f ) method using saM. a single mouse fibroblast cell, well-adhered to a polystyrene substrate, was identified in culture and imaged in the saM. Fig. 6(a) shows a typical saM image of the cell obtained at a frequency of 1 GHz, showing concentric interference fringes caused by variation in thickness from the cell edge to center. a series of 6 images of the cell were obtained at 10-MHz intervals in the frequency range 960 to 1010 MHz. To compare the analysis methods, a further series of 50 images were obtained at 0.1-μm increments along the z-axis at a fixed frequency of 1 GHz. These two data sets were then processed using the V( f ) method and the Mlpa method, respectively. Fig. 6(b) shows the computed speed of sound across the cell nucleus [marked as the line on Fig. 6(a) ] using the V( f ) method with the boundary values given in Table I . The result was very noisy and was smoothed by adjacent averaging with the data binned every 10 pixels. Using the unsmoothed data, the average speed of sound through the center of the cell was 1584 ± 8 m•s −1 . Fig. 6(c) shows the phase data calculated from the image stack using the Mlpa method, across the same marked region that was analyzed using the V( f ) method. The mean speed of sound across the cell nucleus was computed from this data and is presented in Fig. 6(d) . on absolute and probable boundary values were defined as outlined in [16] . comparison with Fig. 6(b) , it is clear that this method (using a constant frequency) produces data with considerably less noise. The average speed of sound across the nucleus region using the Mlpa method was 1577 ± 3 m•s −1 .
at first it appears that the two methods of analyzing the saM data produce similar values. However, further investigation of the V( f ) method showed it to be highly sensitive to the initial boundary values used. The influence of the initial boundary values of speed of sound on the computed optimized speed of sound using the V( f ) method is demonstrated in Table II . The final optimized speed of sound is seen to be extremely sensitive to the bounding values, with the range of computed speed of sound values being significantly greater than the experimental scatter. The influence of the boundary values of specimen thickness (Table II) is less marked than that for speed of sound but is at least comparable, if not greater than the experimental scatter.
It appears that the limited number of data points utilized by the V( f ) method and the large number of starting parameters that must be optimized result in estimated speed of sound values that are highly dependent on the upper and lower bounds.
To some extent, the influence of specimen thickness bounds can be alleviated by inspecting the image of the cell [ Fig. 6(a) ] and using the interference fringes to define realistic bounds at each location on the cell. However, the need for operator intervention reduces the utility of the V( f ) approach to determine cell properties from saM data.
E. Comparison of MLPA With the V( f ) Method for Skin Cryosections
a similar comparison between the two analysis methods can be carried out using skin samples. Fig. 7 shows V( f ) data alongside Mlpa data for skin sections from the same donor and anatomical site. The raw line profile data from the V( f ) method is very noisy [ Fig. 7(b) ], as was the case with the cell sample [ Fig. 6(b) ], and requires smoothing. The Mlpa data are much less noisy [ Fig. 7(c) ]. Furthermore, the variation in speed of sound data across histological layers is much clearer with the Mlpa approach (e.g., the large difference in speed of sound between the cornified layer and rest of the epidermis).
When comparing the data extracted from the saM images of cells, the optimized speed of sound value determined using the V( f ) method is very sensitive to the initial bounding values. In the case of thin histological specimens it was not possible to obtain an independent estimate of sample thickness, as was available from counting the interference rings on the cell specimen. It is possible to estimate bounds for the acoustic wave speed values using data in the literature, e.g., the values recorded by Moran [38] , or through the use of reference tables [39] . Table III shows how changing the input bounds in the V( f ) analysis alter the estimated speed of sound in the skin sample. as was the case with the cell analysis, the variation in value is much greater than the statistical scatter across a specimen.
The accuracy of the speed of sound measurements is generally governed by the speed of sound in the reference medium, the accuracy of specimen thickness, and the accuracy of measuring the time differences in the acoustic signals [38] . For the V( f ) method, the specimen thickness is the most important criteria for determining reliable speed of sound values (Table II) . This is more critical for soft tissues, because with cells, counting interference rings can be used to determine their thickness. For soft tissues, the nominal thickness to which the tissues have been sectioned must be relied on. However, Fig. 8 demonstrates that with the Mlpa approach, the error in the speed of sound values when the specimen thickness is under or overestimated for a soft tissue section is small, particularly when the phase difference is low; e.g., if the actual thickness of a tissue section is 6 μm and the thickness value used is ±1 μm. In our case, tissues were sectioned at a thickness of 5 μm. For soft tissues such as skin, which was imaged in this study, phase values are around 300°, compared with 100° for cells. Fig. 8 demonstrates that an under-or overestimation of this thickness gives rise to only a small error in speed of sound when using the Mlpa method. accurate thickness measurements are more critical for thinner sections or when the phase difference is high. The V( f ) method introduces the additional problem of determining suitable absolute and probable bounds before estimation of speed of sound values. In addition, the V( f ) method assumes that the focal position is determined with a high accuracy, which is difficult to achieve in practice [33] . phase imaging with saM has been used previously for thin film characterization because this yields additional information that cannot be extracted from acoustic amplitude images alone [40] , [41] . We now combine multilayer analysis [21] with phase analysis; with our approach, the method becomes an extremely powerful tool for locally (~1 μm spatial resolution) characterizing the speed of sound in cells and soft tissues. However, the acquisition times per data set under the current Mlpa method are relatively long compared with the V( f ) method. For the data presented in this paper, acquisition of the V(z) image stack took around 13 min: the image stack was composed of 50 images with a 5-μm change in z-position and a 0.1-μm z-axis step size. In contrast, with the V( f ) method, often approximately 6 images are recorded at incrementally increasing frequencies [18] , thereby resulting in an acquisition time of approximately 1 min with a 200 × 200 μm scan field and 512 × 512 pixel resolution.
although the acquisition time is not a limiting factor for the characterization of soft tissues, it is an important factor if saM is to be used as a time-resolved tool for cell biology where the temporal resolution of a migrating cell may be important [11] . In such instances, the Mlpa method may require further development, such as using lower image resolution to reduce the total time required, or a modified protocol for the Mlpa method, e.g., determining a lower bound to the number of images required for accurate analysis.
III. conclusions
We presented a new quantitative analysis method for ultra-high frequency saM which is suitable for determining the elastic properties of soft tissues and cells. This approach, the Mlpa method, exploits the phase information that is preserved in the interference between an acoustic wave reflected from the substrate surface and internal reflections from the acoustic lens. 
